
Hong Kong

Siu Mei is an Hong Kong based 
emerging artist, After completing her 
degree, she delves more into her 
“Line” drawing practice, which in-
volved love and regeneration of life.

And I love drawing “Line”, I am “Line” 
enthusiast. In my Canton culture, 
people believe that palm lines can 
indicate humans lives, people’s cal-
ligraphies and signatures can respect 
humans minds. “Line” connects to 
human’s future, human’s love and 
relationship.

instagram.com/redheartbluetears - 
sammi2604.wixsite.com/mysite

Siu Mei and Robin Ator

Portland, Oregon, USA

West coast artist, animator and 
teacher.

I usually work with oils on canvas 
and collage, and try to create an 
abstract dimensional space in 
which the eye can rest and travel.

instagram.com/jumpdownturn-
around

‘River 01’ and 
River 02’
Oil on Canvas
16” x 12”

‘Windows’ Views’
Papercut poster
24 1/2” x 34”

I think of the red 
presenting the fear, insanity 
and insecurity of the 
Coronavirus and the world. 
Like the emotional act of 
storing toilet paper.
And the Blue presenting 
the calm and rationality 
of people who are self 
preventing the Coronavirus.

Also, attached pics are the 
view out of my window. I 
live in 18th. Floor as Hong 
Kong buildings are tall and 
small, we just live in a box. 
We don’t have good living 
environment. “Chinese Paper-Cut .  Paper-

cut  is a very distinctive visual 
art of  Chinese  handicrafts. It 
originated from the 6th century 
when women used to paste 
golden and silver foil cuttings 
onto their hair at the temples, 
and men used them in sacred 
rituals. Later, they were used 
during festivals to decorate 
gates and windows.”  
I plan to use my A1 poster to 
cut , and make a big Paper cut 
with Dragon pattern and the 
greeting of Body good health 
! A big paper cut to greet all 
people in the world in Good 
health . (attached Chinese 
paper cut examples) 

Attached is an in-process shot of my work.  I’m using as inspiration 
a view from Siu Mei’s home window, which shows a river winding 
between trees, from 18 floors up, between apartment blocks.  It 
seems an appropriate metaphor for how life goes on around us 
while we’re temporarily stuck in stasis.  I’m making two options, 
of which one will be picked.  I’m progressively simplifying the 
composition, and rendering it more and more in the color blue.  
Eventually, Siu Mei will combine it with her own composition in red, 
using photoshop overlays, to form a new collaborative image.

For the collaboration 
with Siu Mei, I reacted 
to her photos of the 
view from her highrise 
Hong Kong apartment, 
overlooking a parklike 
space and a green 
river from 20 floors 
up, empty of people.  
Both of us were struck 
by the lack of people 
in wide urban spaces 
during the pandemic 
and thought the 
collaboration should 
make something 
out of that.  She 
proposed the idea of 
overlaying work by 
the both of us, related 
to that emptiness 
idea, creating a new 
composition.  The work 
would be printed as a 
combination of blue 
work (mine), and red 
work (hers) forming 
the collaborative 
composition. Also, both 
works could be seen 
separately in the print 
by using red and blue 
filters.
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This pair exchanged images of their views from home, 
and Robin responded to Siu Mei’s image of a a river 
winding between trees viewed from a high apartment 
block, as a metaphor for how life is going on while 
we’re temporarily stuck in stasis. Both struck by the 
lack of people in wide urban spaces, they decided to 
overlay work related to that sense of emptiness, using 
a theme of red and blue as a way to see both worlds 
at once.


